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Executive Summary 
 

DRM technologies haven’t proved to be an efficient anti-piracy measure as unprotected versions are 

available on P2P networks. However, it ensures people consciously break the law when they use 

appropriate tools to copy media. Lastly, when combined with additional technologies, new DRM 

flavors lay the ground for profitable legal P2P networks. 

 The key objective for the media industries should be to push piracy levels back to the ones observed 

when it was limited to physical exchanges between small communities’ members. To achieve this 

goal, it means reducing drastically illegal circulation of protected content over the Internet, hence 

deploying filtering technologies. It does not mean blocking everything all the time, it just mean 

protecting digital assets in a way that make legal offering very attractive. 

Introduction 
 

ExcelMedia is a French company being formed that demonstrated a prototype offering advanced 

filtering capabilities on 10Gbps ISP backbones for all P2P networks on a database of 10 million known 

content (audio, video, books, software). 

Questions 
 

1. Do you agree that fostering the adoption of interoperable DRM systems should support the 

development of online creative content services in the Internal Market? What are the main 

obstacles to fully interoperable DRM systems? Which commendable practices do you identify 

as regards DRM interoperability? 

DRM systems have not proved to be fully effective. The circulation of copyrighted content that have 

been stripped from DRM marking on P2P networks illustrate this fact. From a technical standpoint, 

while attacking digital protection up front is usually not possible, it is simple to record playback 

(analog or digital) of legally purchased content (physical media or VoD) to create remasterized, DRM 

free content. With the advent of High Definition, remasterized content quality will be at least equal 

to actual DVD. 
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Up until now, DRM has essentially been a technology to create a parallel business that intended to 

control distribution channels rather than efficiently protect right-owners. As a result, many legal 

download platforms have abandoned DRM because they just created hurdles for legal business. 

DRM should evolve to foster legal circulation of content over the Internet in general and P2P 

networks in particular (for more information see answer to question 9 and 11 below). 

 

Legal offers and piracy 
 

9. How can increased, effective stakeholder cooperation improve respect of copyright in the 

online environment? 

Stakeholder cooperation should focus on definition of legal circulation of media, in particular in P2P 

networks. DRM is not efficient in preventing illegal circulation of unauthorized copies. 

So a key area of interest should be allowing legal downloads to be verified, whatever the download 

method (VoD platform, P2P networks…). In other words, this is the Internet equivalent of “shipping 

documents” that customs patrols check on highways for randomly selected trucks. Those Digital 

Shipping Documents (DSD for short) are issued and digitally signed by appropriate authorities (or 

delegated authorities) and checked exhaustively by ISPs on their networks.  

 

10. Do you consider the Memorandum of Understanding, recently adopted in France, as an 

example to followed? 

 

Yes. 

11. Do you consider that applying filtering measures would be an effective way to prevent online 

copyright infringements? 

Piracy has always been present in the music, movie, book and software industries. It has been a 

serious concern for decades, starting with audio and VHS tapes. Distribution of such illegally copied 

material has been limited to small communities until the Internet. Internet allowed massive 

distribution of content in general, illegal copies of copyrighted material in particular. Piracy levels 

evolve from a concern for the turnover to major threat that can jeopardize entire sectors of the 

industry. 

There are no ways to stop piracy completely. However, preventing online copyright infringement will 

push back piracy levels to the ones observed at the times of VHS tapes: limited by physical exchange. 

ExcelMedia estimates that the advent of legal P2P combined with filtering measures will just ensure 

that legal experience of consumers outperforms illegal access. 

ExcelMedia has demonstrated a prototype of a filtering system for ISP backbones that individually 

handle (block, slowdown, edit) copyrighted material over most P2P networks (including SoulSeek, 
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eDonkey, Filetopia, Ares, Gnutella, Bittorent protocols) while leaving any other content to pass 

through with no impact whatsoever. 

Privacy is guaranteed because the communication end-points are not taken into account and 

because media recognition and copyright enforcement are done by two different platforms. As a 

matter of fact, ExcelMedia filtering systems (xeoProbe) applies policies on specific files (with a 

particular hash) without knowledge on the content being exchanged. The blocked hash list is being 

supplied by another platform, such as the one provided by the French company Advestigo. 

So unless legal action is triggered, and specific technical provisions are lawfully activated, there are 

no direct ways to know who is downloading what or who is trying to download what. 

Blocking illegal circulation of copyrighted content on P2P networks will result in fostering encrypted 

P2P networks based on business encryption protocols to allow stealthy circulation. This encryption 

will considerably slow down such P2P conversations and promote legal versions of P2P networks. 

Should this slowdown be not sufficient, ExcelMedia is currently designing a prototype of its xeoProbe 

to further slowdown individual encrypted sessions that are deemed encrypted P2P sessions (leaving 

untouched business encrypted sessions), should the legal framework allow for the technology to be 

deployed. 


